
Expand your horizons…

Own a Mountaintop!



The Cabin on 99 acres

81 Sheeley Road, Grahamsville, NY 12740

MLS # H6154942



Easily reached via Interstates I-84 and I-87 and NY Route 17.

Only 2 ½ Hours --111 road miles from the George Washington Bridge in New York City! 

… per Google Maps



The 99 acre property includes the entire crest of South Hill and 

overlooks Grahamsville and the Rondout Reservoir.



New York City 

Water Supply

Coombe Farm

The property as shown on Town of Neversink Tax Parcel Map.

The NYC Water Supply Land is available for recreation.  Row boats may be kept on the 

Rondout Reservoir shoreline for fishing.  Surrounding farm land is preserved as open space.

New York City 

Water Supply

Coombe Farm



This map shows the 

various places that 

we will visit on our 

virtual tour.  You can 

also use the 

coordinates to see 

the property on the property on 

Google Maps.

If you have questions 

before or during your 

tour, call or text:

Ken Phillips, owner

904-806-3978



South Hill is 1970 feet above sea level and the 11th highest place in Sullivan County, New York 

according to the USGS.  This geodetic marker, located just northwest of The Cabin, was placed at 

South Hill in 1942.  Magnificent views stretch in all directions.



Access to the South Hill estate is via Grant Sheeley Road which is maintained by 

The Town of Neversink.  The road is currently seasonal, but will be plowed in the 

winter if a residence is occupied year-round.



An excellent location for a caretaker’s residence overlooks  “Sentinel Rock”, above on 

right, increasing security and privacy.



The old farmstead at the end of the town road nestled into the southern side of the 

mountain overlooking the valley toward Port Jervis with fields to the east and west.  A 

pure mountain spring still feeds the farm and its 25 foot stone-lined well.  We begin our 

tour here by heading across the field toward the woods at the far end.



Your architect will find the 

foundation stones and 

weathered wood from the 

old barns  and farmhouse 

a wonderful way to accent 

new construction.



Our route takes us along Chipmunk Ridge.  Above is a rock shelter where 

generations of children have camped out, explored and played.  



Eastern property line.  The neighboring land is deed restricted and will remain 

open space.  The line goes up the hill along the stone wall and is easy to follow.



Behind the farmstead another farm road leads us to Maplewood and The Knoll.  

Along this road we will see the old stone cattle pen, a number of stone walls, an 

undeveloped spring and lots of high-bush blueberry bushes! 



“The Maple” at Maplewood.  And beyond it, our first glimpse of the Rondout Reservoir, 

the valley below and The Catskills beyond.   Pause here as the true grandeur of this 

setting fills your soul.



Imagine the quiet… and the smell of wood smoke and fresh 

coffee drifting from The Knoll in the early morning…



The Knoll in autumn



Continuing on, we finally approach The Cabin on the Top-of-the-World.  The 

Cabin sits on roughly 4 level acres making the location perfect for a home, 

B&B, executive retreat… (insert your dream!)



The Cabin on roughly four level acres at the Top of the World



Looking north from The Cabin.  Take a minute or two… 

breathe in the fresh air… marvel at the quiet and this 

incredible scene…  Dreams are born in moments like this!



The Cabin at 81 Sheeley Road is a 16’ x 20’ vacation residence with sleeping loft, wood 

stove, solar, etc.  It sound and fully approved, but needs some porcupine related repair.



The Cabin may not be part of your long-term plans, but it will 

give you space and time to plan your dream home…  Or 

write a novel… Or share your love.



Your table awaits hors d’oeuvres as darkness falls.  Soon stars  appear, 

one at a time, as if by magic…  Yes, you can see the stars!  It is hard to 

imagine that only two hours away there is no silence…



Even as storm clouds roll across the valley, the magic continues…



Beaver Dam Pond from Bagpiper’s Field on a hazy autumn afternoon.



Continuing west we go down the hill until we reach the stone wall that marks the 

western end of the property; we turn right (north) along our ATV trail.



We call this place Thoreau’s Wood and often simply sat quietly in this blind reading or 

watching for deer and hawks…  The blind is now removed, but a simple cabin could 

easily take its place.  Name it “Solitude” – solitude within solitude…



The view from Thoreau’s Wood.  We are looking east over the Rondout Reservoir toward 

Minnewaska, Mohonk and The Shawangunk Ridge.



Retracing our steps we follow the stone wall south toward 

the Big Field west of the old farmstead.



The Big Field faces south and is an excellent location for a significant solar array close to 

the Central Hudson Gas and Electric right-of-way.  



A heliport located on The Big Field would make it easy to reach South Hill from 

NYC, Long Island or Stewart International Airport at Newburgh.



South Hill is a heritage property.  As you look at this picture, reflect 

upon your dreams…  

Will this be part of your legacy?



A closing thought…

There are very few unspoiled mountaintops – even fewer with 

distant views in literally all directions – almost none that offer 

a dreamer/artist a blank canvas  and NONE that offer ALL of 

this only 2 ½ hours from New York City!

In the words of Dr. Seuss:

“It is not what it is, it is what it can become”


